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The discussion paper by Philip Hans Franses (2004) points out that the Lucas critique has hardly 
diffused in the marketing literature. In contrast, there has been a heated debate in the economics 
literature (e.g., Sargent 1979 vs. Sims 1986) about a key thesis of Lucas (1976, p. 41), “given 
that the structure of an econometric model consists of optimal decision rules of economic agents, 
and that optimal decision rules vary systematically with changes in the structure of series 
relevant to the decision maker, it follows that any change in policy will systematically alter the 
structure of econometric models”.2  Underlying this thesis is the idea that economic agents are 
forward rather than backward looking, and adapt their expectations and behavior to the new 
policy (Lindé 2001, p. 986). A key characteristic of policy analysis is the recognition that, 
because of the policy intervention, the future may be unlike the past (Darnell and Evans 1990). 
In contrast, econometric (reduced-form) models are backward-looking summaries of past 
correlational patterns that are assumed to persist in the future, regardless of policy changes 
(Lindé 2001). Since many marketing models are intended to recommend better marketing 
policies (Leeflang et al. 2000), the Lucas critique seems to pose a serious threat to the validity of 
the recommendations. Therefore, it is important to view the implications drawn from previous 
research in marketing with this critique in mind.  The Lucas critique is particularly relevant if 
three conditions are satisfied: (i) it is indeed applicable in the marketing setting at hand; (ii) the 
consequences of ignoring it are severe, and (iii) there are no easy solutions available.  
A key objective of this article is to investigate to what extent the above three conditions 
are valid in marketing research. We agree with Franses that there are certainly cases in marketing 
                                                 
2 We primarily focus on households as economic agents. Bronnenberg et al. (in this issue) also consider other agents 
such as manufacturers and retailers. 
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in which the Lucas critique is relevant, but that one needs to recognize that the critique may (i) 
be more relevant for certain types of models, and (ii) potentially more onerous in certain settings. 
Therefore, while it may be another important item to be considered by reviewers at the top 
journals in marketing, we feel that there is a potential risk that reviewers use the Lucas critique 
as another crutch to justify recommending that a manuscript be rejected, much like recent “hot” 
(and perhaps misused, see e.g., Shugan 2004) topics such as endogeneity, unobserved 
heterogeneity, and aggregation bias have been used.3 To avoid this situation, we identify in the 
next section conditions under which the critique is applicable. After that, we give some 
perspectives on the severity of ignoring the Lucas critique. The subsequent section presents 
various ways to diagnose and accommodate the Lucas critique. We end with a discussion and 
suggestions for future research.  It is our hope that by providing such a “guide”, careful 
reviewers will limit invoking the Lucas critique to those settings where its presence has a severe 
impact on the managerial relevance and validity of the research. 
Relevance of the Lucas Critique for Marketing Models 
We believe there are three key requirements for the Lucas critique to be relevant: (i) economic 
agents should be aware of the policy change; (ii) economic agents should be motivated to change 
behavior as a direct consequence of the policy change, and (iii) economic agents should be able 
to change behavior (cf. Chen, Smith, and Grimm 1992; Steenkamp et al. 2004).  This already 
suggests that behavioral changes may occur with some delay, and that the Lucas critique may be 
more applicable for models focusing on long-run rather than short-run decisions. 
An important consideration is that the Lucas critique (1976) initially concerned macro- 
economic models. A key observation is that even for the substantial policy changes typically 
                                                 
3 For an excellent discussion of the care reviewers should use in bringing in only relevant and result-altering 
criticism in reviews, see John Lynch’s ACR presidential address (Lynch 1998). 
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studied in macroeconomics, virtually no evidence is found supporting the empirical relevance of 
the Lucas critique (Ericsson, Hendry and Mizon 1998), even though there still is considerable 
consensus on its theoretical relevance (Lindé 2001). One could argue that the monetary 
motivation to adjust behavior due to macro-economic policy changes (e.g., tax rate changes, 
minimum wage changes) may be much larger than to marketing policy changes, especially in the 
context of low-budget FPCGs. Indeed, if supermarket shoppers are found to have little 
knowledge of the price they have just paid (Dickson and Sawyer 1990), how can they be 
expected to notice price changes, to alter their prices expectations, and to adjust their behavior 
accordingly?  Still, individual consumers may, in some settings, be motivated and able to adjust 
their behavior once they anticipate changes in marketing-mix values.  Note, for example, that 
Sun, Neslin, and Srinivasan (2003) and Erdem, Imai, and Keane (2003) find evidence for 
consumers optimally planning their purchases in the ketchup category, even though ketchup 
obviously represents a very low share of most family budgets. Further, the very nature of 
consumer search (e.g., Stigler 1961) and the expectations inherent in inter-temporal consumer 
choice (Putsis and Srinivasan 1994) suggest that consumers may indeed act consistently with the 
Lucas critique. Although the monetary motivation may be limited, consumers seem to be able to 
anticipate, e.g.,  promotions because of their high frequency and regularity. Moreover, due to the 
storability of items in categories such as ketchup, consumers are able to (re-)distribute their 
purchases (i.e., their behavior) optimally across time (see also Assunção and Meyer 1993). 
One more example in marketing practice in which the three requirements are satisfied is 
Proctor & Gamble’s policy change in the 90’s. Starting in 1991-92, P&G instituted major 
reductions in promotion and increases in advertising in an effort to reduce operating costs and 
strengthen brand loyalty (Ailawadi, Lehmann, and Neslin 2001). The changes were implemented 
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across multiple categories and widely publicized, so consumers may well have been aware of the 
policy change. Since the policy change was permanent and it involved a major reduction in the 
use of deals and coupons, consumers were motivated to change behavior.4  Similarly, in late 
1992, Marlboro significantly dropped its price in an attempt to stop its market-share erosion 
caused by value brands.  Consumers were aggressively made aware of the price drop, and were 
able and motivated to adjust their behavior, as total category sales grew with 2 percent while 
Marlboro’s market share increased by 9 percent (Hoch 1996).  As a final example, the large-
scale price war among Dutch supermarkets that started in October 2003 also satisfies the three 
conditions.  Albert Heijn, the leading supermarket chain, initiated a major (up to 30%) price 
reduction on many (> 1,000) of its key items (www.dft.nl).  Within one day, almost all major 
competitors followed.  In the next days and weeks, all players ran major advertising campaigns 
announcing that the price reductions would be permanent, as well as a further extension of the 
price reduction to ever more items.  In the above examples, the Lucas critique is likely to apply 
with full force, in which case policy recommendations based on pre-change data could become 
problematic. 
There are also marketing examples, however, in which at least one of the three 
requirements is not satisfied, and hence the Lucas critique is less applicable. For example, the 
pricing structure in the cellular phone industry is not transparent to most consumers, with 
strongly varying and complex fixed and variable prices for calls and handsets (Danaher, Hardie, 
and Putsis 2001; Miravete 2002). Therefore, price policy changes may go unnoticed by 
consumers, and the awareness requirement is not fulfilled. Second, in the retail gasoline (petrol) 
                                                 
4 Strictly speaking, actual “permanency” of the policy change is not a necessary condition for economic agents to 
adjust their behavior.  It suffices that the time horizon of the policy change is perceived to be long enough to warrant 
such a behavioral adjustment (i.e., causes enough motivation to change). This is one reason why there may be a 
difference in the long versus short run implications/applicability of the Lucas critique. 
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industry in many European countries, prices of competing brands tend to move up and down 
simultaneously (see e.g. www.nmanet.nl), based on the raw crude prices at any particular point 
in time. These price changes tend to be reported in the press, making consumers aware of them. 
However, since these price movements typically do not change price differences between 
suppliers, consumers have no motivation to change their choice behavior in the short run. 
Further, high switching costs may prevent consumers to react to a policy change even though 
they may be aware and motivated to do so (no ability). Over time, however, higher prices may 
encourage individuals to other modes of transport (e.g., hybrid electric vehicles, public-
transportation options), suggesting that consumers may indeed react in the long run. Hence, one 
needs to be careful in levying the Lucas critique in cases such as these, where it may indeed be 
less relevant. Further, often the relevance of the critique may depend upon whether the time 
horizon for policy analysis is long or short. 
Consequences of Ignoring the Lucas Critique 
A major implication of the previous section is that classical reduced-form models (such as the 
multinomial choice models for panel data or the log-log model for store-level scanner data) are 
only valid to analyze the effects of policy changes that consumers are either (i) not aware of, or 
(ii) not motivated to act on, or (iii) not able to act on, and one may wonder whether such changes 
would constitute the managerially (most) interesting cases. If the Lucas critique is relevant, and it 
is ignored, marketing models may yield biased predictions of the effects of marketing policy 
changes (we refer to the article from Franses for both a concrete illustration and additional 
references on this issue). Biased parameter estimates are perhaps one of the most serious issues 
in econometric modeling. Therefore, ignoring the Lucas critique could be considered as fatal a 
flaw as ignoring endogeneity. Endogeneity happens to be the primary factor affecting price 
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elasticity estimates according to a recent meta-analysis (Bijmolt, Van Heerde, and Pieters 2005). 
To illustrate, their meta model predicts an average price elasticity of –2.5 if endogeneity is 
ignored, and –3.7 if it is accommodated. 
While the Lucas critique may therefore be an issue in some marketing settings, it 
definitely will not be the only one applied marketing researchers should be concerned about, as 
correctly pointed out by Franses.  We would like to add two further remarks in this respect.  
First, omitted variable bias may be particularly relevant in many marketing settings, and could 
play as big a role as the Lucas critique or the endogeneity issue - including or excluding 
covariates such as a promotion dummy or advertising may affect price elasticity estimates almost 
as much as ignoring versus accommodating endogeneity (Bijmolt, Van Heerde, and Pieters 
2005). Second, a flaw such as ignoring autocorrelation may seem one degree less fatal than flaws 
leading to biases, since it “only” leads to inefficient parameter estimates. However, we argue that 
autocorrelation may be a signal of serious model misspecification. If the autocorrelation is 
caused by omitting predictors uncorrelated with the included predictors, the inefficiency of OLS 
can be successfully remedied by GLS. For example, suppose that a model for beer sales excludes 
temperature (which in itself is highly autoregressive) and none of the included (marketing-mix) 
predictors happens to be correlated with temperature. On the other hand, suppose a model omits 
relevant variables (e.g., lagged marketing-mix variables) that are correlated with the included 
predictors (e.g., current marketing-mix variables). In both cases, a residual test will reveal 
autocorrelation, a seemingly small issue since it “only” leads to inefficient estimates, which is 
true in the former case. However, in the latter case the parameter estimates for the included 
predictors are also biased, which cannot be remedied by GLS. Instead, the model specification 
should be extended with the omitted predictors.  
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In summary, it is our view that the Lucas critique should be considered in light of the 
various other model specification issues at hand. We acknowledge that the consequences of the 
Lucas critique are potentially severe, but agree with Franses that this should not lead to less 
attention to more traditional model specification tests. 
Ways to Deal with the Lucas Critique 
We briefly discuss three streams in the marketing literature that have either dealt with the Lucas 
critique or that would benefit from a more explicit consideration of its potential relevance and 
consequences.  Each of these streams is associated with a different paradigm in econometrics, 
and has become quite popular in academic marketing research.  
First, we consider various reduced-form specifications, and a number of procedures (such 
as varying-parameter models) that might be used to accommodate their sensitivity to the Lucas 
critique. Next, we consider the VAR & cointegration literature, where various tests to diagnose 
the Lucas critique have emerged. The third stream is the structural-equations literature, most 
notably empirical IO (NEIO) models, which tries to model (and thereby eliminate) the 
underlying causes for the Lucas critique. We discuss these streams in turn. 
 
Reduced-Form Models 
One of the premises underlying the Lucas critique is that agents anticipate future policies (see 
also the example in Franses’ article). The marketing literature provides several models with ad-
hoc predictor variables that approximate forward-looking decision making. For example, Sun, 
Neslin, and Srinivasan (2003) test a multinomial logit model with a dummy predictor variable 
representing whether a consumer may expect a future promotion, and they find a significant 
negative effect on current choice probabilities. Van Heerde, Leeflang, and Wittink (2000) use 
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lead price promotion variables in a log-log model and they find significant pre-promotion dips. 
In principle, the parameter estimates for these proxies represent the degree of forward 
“lookingness” that is present under a specific marketing policy. Therefore, reduced-form models 
with proxies of this nature may lead to predictions that are very similar to those from structural 
models, provided the hold-out sample mirrors historically-observed marketing policies (Sun, 
Neslin and Srinivasan 2003).  However, in the event where a researcher wants to consider policy 
changes that are dramatically different from historically-implemented marketing fluctuations, 
even  “extended” reduced-form models are likely to lead to severe biases.  In the event of large-
magnitude policy changes (e.g., a 50% increase in promotional frequency), economic agents 
would probably adapt their strategies, leading to changes in parameters, which are typically not 
accommodated in these models. Therefore, just adding a “model component” for forward 
looking behavior is not necessarily sufficient to fully accommodate the Lucas critique.   
 The key outcome of the Lucas critique is that response parameters change as a function 
of policy changes. Partially in response to the Lucas critique, there has been an increased interest 
in the development and refinement of Time-Varying Parameter Models (Caporale 1998). In 
marketing, scholars have modeled marketing-mix responsiveness as a function of recent 
promotion and advertising policies (Foekens, Leeflang, and Wittink 1999 and Mela, Gupta, and 
Lehmann 1997). One benefit of time-varying parameters over the structural approach is that they 
do not require the restrictive assumption of a specific game being played among policy makers 
and economic agents (Amman and Kendrick 2003). Instead, one directly addresses the core of 
the Lucas critique by explicitly accounting for varying parameters.  
On the other hand, if one uses varying-parameter models to predict the effects of a policy 
change, a key assumption is that the estimated relationship between policy and response 
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parameters remains unchanged. Figure 1 illustrates this assumption. In the sample available for 
estimation, the researcher observed promotional frequencies varying around 20% (X-axis). The 
response to promotions (sales multiplier on Y-axis) has been measured by a varying-parameter 
model, which links the response parameter linearly to the promotional frequency. If the 
researcher wants to make a prediction for a major policy change such as increasing the 
promotional frequency to above 50%, the model predicts that the linear relationship still holds. 
The extent to which this is valid is unclear, yet impossible to quantify in the absence of such 
extreme observations in the estimation sample.  
 


















In a way, the varying-parameter approach shifts the problem of assuming constant 
parameters to the assumption of assuming a constant relationship between policy and parameters. 
As long as this assumption is acknowledged and, ideally, validated, varying-parameter 
procedures present a possible approach to deal with the Lucas critique. One possible criticism, 
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though, is that the framework is ad hoc, without an underlying economic theory. The structural 
approach, discussed later, overcomes this shortcoming. 
One might consider an intermediate approach that recognizes that the path of parameter 
variation is likely to consist of persistent – or permanent – components and components that vary 
stochastically from period to period (see, e.g., Putsis 1998).  However, in our view, the persistent 
portion of the parameter vector is then likely to be subject to the same criticisms as standard 
reduced-form models, and should be approached cautiously. Indeed, predicting the permanent 
component of such a model into a hold-out sample in the face of a policy change remains 
extremely difficult if the policy change has not been accounted for in the sample period.   
 
VAR & Cointegration Models 
Recently, Vector AutoRegression (VAR) and Vector Error Correction (VECM) models have 
become popular (see e.g., Nijs et al. 2001; Pauwels, Hanssens and Siddarth 2002) to capture the 
dynamic interrelationships between various performance measures (e.g., primary demand, sales, 
market share) and marketing-decision variables (e.g., advertising, price), which are all modeled 
endogenously. Although VAR (VECM) models are also reduced-form specifications,5 we 
discuss them separately, as some specific approaches to deal with policy analysis and the Lucas 
critique have been developed in this research tradition. 
 First, impulse-response functions (IRFs) have been used to simulate the over-time impact 
of a temporary change in one or more marketing decision variables. These studies are typically 
very explicit in stating their assumption that the considered marketing-mix change (which they 
label a “shock”) is both unexpected and does not alter the nature of the underlying data-
generating process (see e.g. Dekimpe, Hanssens and Silva-Risso 1999, p. 271; Srinivasan et al. 
                                                 
5 See Darnell and Evans (1990) for a more in-depth discussion on this issue. 
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2004, p. 627).  Put differently, the assumption is that the considered marketing action is small 
enough to ensure that the Lucas critique does not apply.  For example, Srinivasan et al. (2004) 
explicitly state that they study the over-time profit implications of a single (marginal) price 
promotion in a high-promotional-intensity context, and not the impact of a major policy change.  
While this clearly reduces the IRFs’ sensitivity to the Lucas critique, it also restricts their use to 
more tactical “day-to-day” marketing operations (i.e., an additional promotion), while more 
strategic (and also more dramatic) regime changes, such as a doubling in promotional intensity, 
tend to fall outside their scope.   
Given the flexibility of VAR/VECM models to capture a wide variety of dynamic effects 
and channels of influence, it is quite tempting to also use them to study more drastic policy 
changes. Pauwels (2004), for example, uses restricted policy simulations in which some 
endogenous variables are assumed to remain in their steady state after a change in one or more  
marketing-decision variables, while others are allowed to change.  Within that framework, 
various forecasting experiments are conducted.  Pauwels compares scenarios where only demand 
changes with instances where also competitors respond and/or the firm expands its marketing 
actions.  He thereby assumes that the imposed restrictions do not change the data-generating 
process. However, given the radical nature of the considered changes, this may be a heroic 
assumption. Restricted policy simulations are also implemented in Horváth (2003), where 
various parameters (e.g., all parameters reflecting competitive reactions) are restricted to zero to 
disentangle the relative impact of various channels of influence reflected in an initially more 
extended VAR model.  Again, these drastic scenario simulations make the results much more 
sensitive to the Lucas critique than traditional IRF derivations. 
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 Other researchers have focused not so much on the multitude of VAR model parameters 
(and the IRFs derived from them), but rather on the presence/absence of a long-run equilibrium 
(cointegrating) relationship between stochastically-trending performance and marketing-control 
variables (see e.g. Franses, Kloek, and Lucas 1999).  The fact that a relationship reflects a long-
run equilibrium does not vaccinate it to the Lucas critique, however, as policy changes 
(interventions) may well alter the long-run properties of the system.  Fortunately, whether or not 
a given cointegration vector is invariant to certain policy changes can be assessed empirically 
through super-exogeneity tests (see Ericsson 1992 for a review).6 As pointed out by Franses, 
parameter-stability tests are central in super-exogeneity tests (see e.g. Ahamuda 1992; Lindé 
2001).  While applied relatively rarely in the marketing time-series literature (see Naik and 
Raman 2003 for a notable exception), super-exogeneity tests have become fairly standard 
diagnostic tools in the economics literature.  This neglect in marketing is unfortunate, as the 
empirical presence of super exogeneity renders one’s policy implications immune to the Lucas 
critique.  However, super exogeneity is always established with respect to a specified class of 
interventions (e.g., those that occurred within the estimation sample), and not necessarily for 
interventions outside that class (Ericsson 1992).  Hence, while super-exogeneity tests allow to 
check empirically whether the Lucas critique holds for some marketing-policy changes, they do 
not offer a stamp of approval for all (e.g., those historically not yet observed).  Nor do these 
diagnostics offer further guidelines to the applied marketing researcher on how to proceed when 
the null hypothesis of super exogeneity is rejected.  In that case, one could either argue there is 
no value at all in what-if type simulations (Sargent 1979), or adjust one’s degree of confidence in 
the policy implications (Sims 1986).  More research on this issue is called for.  One option may 
be to stimulate managers to then engage in controlled field experiments (see e.g. Eastlack and 
                                                 
6 Note, though, that the notion of super exogeneity  is not restricted to instances where cointegration is present. 
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Rao 1986, or the split-cable experiments described in Lodish et al. 1995), an option definitely 
more feasible in marketing than in macro-economics. 
 We concur with Franses that super-exogeneity tests should become an integral part of the 
standard diagnostic tool box, as they either offer empirical justification for the policy analysis at 
hand (in case super exogeneity is established for a certain type of policy change),7 or, at the very 
least, offer a clear warning signal against putting too much faith in potentially flawed policy 
simulations (in case super exogeneity could not be established). Similarly, many decision support 
models currently used in industry are built around reduced-form models.  Their ease of use lends 
themselves very well to all kinds of what-if simulations. In the absence of any diagnostics on 
potential violations of the super-exogeneity assumption, managers may put unjustified faith on 
the outcomes of their decision-support system, especially for simulations beyond the scope of 
historically-observed marketing decision variables.  
 
Structural Models 
For major policy changes, the structural-equation approach (see, e.g., Sun, Neslin, and 
Srinivasan 2003 and Erdem, Imai, and Keane 2003) is often well-suited, since this approach can 
explicitly account for changes in the optimal decision rules of economic agents.  In the 
structural-equation approach, the modeler assumes that agents optimize an objective function, 
based on current and expected marketing-mix values. A key advantage of the structural approach 
is that it is possible to incorporate virtually any form of behavior on the part of agents, with the 
agents’ optimal response to any marketing policy (change) being incorporated within the agents’ 
optimization. This can lead to deeper insights without major concern for the Lucas critique, 
                                                 
7 Assuming, of course, that currently-available super-exogeneity tests have sufficient power to detect parameter 
instability in the response relationship at hand.  This was recently questioned in a simulation study by Lindé (2001). 
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provided that the agents’ optimization is specified correctly, that the various assumptions about 
the game being played between agents is correct, and provided that the form of interaction 
between agents reflects reality.  Further, the basic assumptions of underlying utility theory need 
to be met (which may be partially called into question by some of the research on behavioral 
decision theory and mental accounting), and the underlying functional-form assumptions must be 
acceptable econometrically. If these assumptions are violated in reality (see Cotterill and Putsis 
2001 for an example of testing such assumptions), the structural approach can give a false sense 
of security.  For example, Kadiyali, Sudhir, and Rao's (2001) statement that the structural 
empirical IO (NEIO) models they reviewed were “not subject to the well-known problems of the 
Lucas critique” (p. 163) might lead a reader to naively estimate and/or use such models without 
regard to the Lucas critique. We would argue that if all the criteria described above are met, then 
this is a fair assertion. However, for improperly specified objective functions, for cases where the 
incorrect game is being studied, and in cases of functional-form misspecification, the 
consequences of the Lucas critique remain unknown, both empirically as well as theoretically. 
We encourage future researchers to investigate this issue in greater depth.   
Finally, perhaps as importantly, structural models, such as the NEIO approach, can be 
used to set out simulations and/or decision-support systems based on the empirical results.  Still, 
the general principle holds that policy simulations are only valid provided the model they are 
based on is correctly specified.  However, the implied assumption of a single true data-
generating process represents a striking inconsistency with the common practice of evaluating 
policy implications of two or more competing policy models (Granger and Deutsch 2001). It is 
fair to say that most currently available NEIO models in marketing do not yet incorporate all 
(often dynamic) features that have been well documented in other modeling approaches (e.g. 
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stockpiling, long-run marketing effects), making it unlikely that they indeed capture all relevant 
phenomena. Currently, the impact of the static nature of most structural models in a truly 
dynamic environment on the applicability of the Lucas critique remains largely unknown. If, for 
example, long-term effects are ignored, a structural model may suffer from myopic (short-term) 
optimization, which will hamper the validity of its policy implications. Another potential 
disadvantage is that diagnostic checks for parameter stability are underdeveloped (or under-
utilized) relative to, for example, VAR models. 
Discussion and Future Research 
The Lucas critique not only poses significant threats to the validity and practical implications of 
marketing models, but also offers a wide range of research opportunities. We have discussed that 
various modeling paradigms (Reduced-form models, VAR/Cointegration models and Structural 
models) have different issues associated with the Lucas critique. We do not propose that only 
one of them is right, and we agree with Litterman (1984, p. 38) that “To generate policy 
conclusions, all models require similar identifying assumptions, which are likely difficult to 
defend, and all are thus subject to a large degree of uncertainty”. We hope that researchers from 
the various paradigms are able to appreciate the benefits of the alternative approaches, while not 
being overwhelmed by their disadvantages.  
Research that tries to overcome these disadvantages is highly desirable. For example, one 
could consider imposing a (minimal) set of restrictions on the contemporaneous effects in a VAR 
model. The resulting structural VAR models (SVAR) would maintain their usual dynamic 
flexibility, while giving the residuals (and subsequent shocks in the derivation of the IRFs) a 
more structural interpretation (see Pauwels 2004 for a marketing application).  A subsequent step 
may be to account for the effects of forward-looking behavior on the part of consumers (or other 
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economic agents) on the validity of these restrictions, and hence, on the consistency of the 
model’s parameter estimates, as discussed in Keating (1990).  Next, Bayesian estimation may 
explicitly allow for the user’s confidence in the parameter estimates (see e.g., Litterman 1984 for 
a discussion on the usefulness of Bayesian VAR Models in policy analysis, or Fok et al. 2004 for 
a marketing application of Hierarchical Bayes error-correction modeling). Furthermore, time-
varying parameters models in marketing (so far) have not explicitly been developed to 
accommodate the Lucas critique. One possibility is to adapt the latest Dynamic Linear Models 
that allow for Bayesian parameter updates for each new time period (Neelamegham and 
Chintagunta 2004, Van Heerde, Mela, and Manchanda 2004). We may use management 
judgment to specify the prior-effect expectations of a policy change, and combine that with the 
pre-change data to come up with the posterior. Conversely, while structural models may be less 
“susceptible” to the Lucas critique, they may suffer from other, potentially as onerous, 
econometric concerns (e.g., endogeneity, no dynamic effects, omitted-variable biases, etc.).  
Finally, we note that structural models would benefit from more rigorous diagnostic checks to 
validate whether parameters are indeed constant. 
One major implication that results from the Lucas critique is that the use of hold-out 
samples and simulations in practice should be conducted with closer scrutiny and a higher degree 
of skepticism. A major limitation of most current hold-out samples used in marketing studies is 
that they are not systematically different from the estimation sample. To seriously validate 
various approaches to accommodate the Lucas critique, it is critical to subject them to a true test: 
predictive validity for data in which there is a major change in policy that satisfies the three 
conditions we proposed (awareness, motivation and ability). An extreme example would be a 
store increasing its promotional frequency by 50% within the sample period. In such a case, the 
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model could be calibrated on the low-frequency period, and its predictive accuracy should also 
be assessed for the high-frequency hold-out period.  
There also seem to be many research opportunities into additional substantive marketing 
areas in which agents can be assumed to be forward looking. Consumers and retailers may 
anticipate product changes in categories with constantly improving technology, such as digital 
cameras (Song and Chintagunta 2003).  Similarly, they may anticipate last-minute travel deals, 
fashion sales at the end of the season, and new-car introductions. Agents may also have 
expectations about the diffusion rates for new technologies, which require a substantial user base 
(such as wireless laptops, or wide-screen televisions). For each setting, the opportunity and 
motivation to be forward looking may differ. Therefore, we may expect idiosyncratic 
expectation-formation patterns and unique effects on current (purchase) behavior. Modeling 
anticipations across a wide scope of settings can lead to more insights into variations in the 
nature, degree and effects of forward-looking behavior. 
We hope that this paper and the papers by Franses and Bronnenberg et al. in the current 
issue increase among marketing modelers (i) the awareness for the Lucas critique; (ii) the 
motivation to appropriately test for it, and (iii) the ability to accommodate the outcomes or 
causes in their models.  We feel it will be an empirical issue to what extent marketing-policy 
changes will actually give rise to the Lucas critique.  The lack of statistical support for the Lucas 
critique in a highly aggregate macro-economic context (Ericsson, Hendry and Mizon 1998) 
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